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2

Abstract21

The Arctic atmosphere shows significant variability on intraseasonal timescales22

of 10-90 days. The intraseasonal variability in the Arctic sea ice is clearly related to23

that in the Arctic atmosphere. It is well-known that the Arctic mean sea ice state is24

governed by the local mean atmospheric state. However, the response of the Arctic25

mean sea ice state to the local atmospheric intraseasonal variability is unclear. The26

Arctic atmospheric intraseasonal variability exists in both the thermodynamical and27

dynamical variables. Based on a sea ice-ocean coupled simulation with a quantitative28

sea ice budget analysis, this study finds that: 1) the intraseasonal atmospheric29

thermodynamical variability tends to reduce sea ice melting through changing the30

downward heat flux on the open water area in the marginal sea ice zone, and the31

intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability tends to increase sea ice melting by a32

combination of modified air-ocean, ice-ocean heat fluxes and sea ice deformation. 2)33

The intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability increases summertime sea ice34

concentration in the Beaufort Sea and the Greenland Sea but decreases summertime35

sea ice concentration along the Eurasian continent in the East Siberia-Laptev-Kara36

Seas, resulting from the joint effects of the modified air-ocean, ice-ocean heat fluxes,37

the sea ice deformation, as well as the mean sea ice advection due to the changes of38

sea ice drift. The large spread in sea ice in the CMIP models may be partly attributed39

to the different model performances in representing the observed atmospheric40

intraseasonal variability. Reliable modeling of atmospheric intraseasonal variability is41

an essential condition in correctly projecting future sea ice evolution.42
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1. Introduction46

The Arctic sea ice extent has declined substantially in the past several decades47

under greenhouse warming (Comiso, 2012; Gao et al., 2015). According to the48

National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) Sea Ice Index (Fetterer et al., 2017), the49

Arctic sea ice fell to its second-lowest September extent on record on 15 September50

2020, just 0.4 × 106 km2 larger than the minimum record of 3.39 × 106 km2 in 201251

(Francis, 2013). With the relative amount of first year ice increasing and more open52

water exposed to the warming atmosphere, the Arctic sea ice and ocean states are53

expected to be more sensitive to local atmospheric forcing (Meier et al., 2014).54

The atmospheric variability on annual to decadal timescales in the Arctic region55

is dominated by two dominant modes: the Arctic Oscillation (AO; Thompson and56

Wallace, 1998) and the Arctic Dipole (AD; Wang et al., 2009). Sea ice responds57

primarily to atmospheric forcing, therefore the long term variability of the Arctic sea58

ice features oscillations reminiscient of the AO and AD modes (Deser et al., 2000;59

Belchansky et al., 2004; Koenigk et al., 2009; Strong, 2012; Frankignoul et al., 2014).60

Sea ice export through the Fram Strait shows a high correlation with the AO index61

after the late 1970s (Kwok and Rothrock, 1999). Watanabe et al. (2006) pointed out62

that the AD plays an important role in sea ice export from the Arctic Ocean to the63

Greenland Sea due to its strong meridionality. Furthermore, the 2007 sea ice extent64

minima was partly driven by the positive phase of the summertime AD, which favored65

an enhanced northerly wind over the Nordic Sea pushing sea ice toward the Fram66

Strait (Wang et al., 2009). The change in the AD and AO have also been linked to the67
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Arctic sea ice variations and the recent declining trend (Rigor et al., 2002; Deser and68

Teng, 2008; Notz, 2015; Yu and Zhong, 2018). Ding et al. (2017) show that the69

September sea ice extent decline since 1979 may be largely attributed to the long-term70

trends in high-latitude summertime atmospheric circulation. Yu and Zhong (2018)71

suggested that the anomalous autumn AD and AO modes could explain as much as72

50% of autumn sea ice decline between 1979 and 2016.73

Aside from the remarkable long term variability, the intraseasonal variability of74

the Arctic sea ice was also highlighted in previous studies. Indeed, Fang and Wallace75

(1994) have already found that the Arctic sea ice concentration responds to76

atmospheric forcing on the timescale of a few weeks. From satellite-retrieved sea ice77

concentration data, previous studies have clearly identified the intraseasonal variation78

of the Arctic sea ice on timescales of 10-90 days. Henderson et al. (2014) proposed79

that the Arctic sea ice variance features intraseasonal oscillation both in summer and80

winter seasons. Qian et al. (2020) found that sea ice concentration in the Arctic81

marginal seas exhibits remarkable intraseasonal variations with dominant periods of82

40-60 days and 70-80 days in summer, and they noted that the strong intraseasonal83

signal of Arctic sea area anomalies is accompanied with a northward retreat of the sea84

ice edge before summer and a southward advance after summer.85

The intraseasonal variability of the Arctic sea ice is primarily controlled by the86

local atmospheric intraseasonal variability. It is widely recognized that the Arctic87

mean sea ice state is governed by the local mean atmospheric state. However, the88

response of the Arctic mean sea ice state to the local atmospheric intraseasonal89
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variability remains unclear. The Arctic atmospheric intraseasonal variability exists in90

both the thermodynamical and dynamical variables. In this study, we analyze the sea91

ice responses to the prescribed atmospheric forcing in a coupled regional sea92

ice-ocean model, and quantitatively diagnose the thermodynamical and dynamical93

contribution of the atmospheric forcing with numerical simulations.94

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the sea ice-ocean model,95

the processing of the prescribed atmospheric forcing fields, and the experiment design.96

Section 3 evaluates the result of the atmospheric forcing data processing. Section 497

presents the responses of the simulated sea ice mean state, the involved physical98

mechanism based on the quantitative sea ice budget analysis, as well as the responses99

of the modeled sea ice intraseasonal variability. Discussion and conclusion are shown100

in section 5.101

102

2. Method103

2.1 The Arctic Regional Sea Ice-Ocean Coupled Model104

The Arctic sea ice-ocean model used in this study is an Arctic configuration of105

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm;106

Marshall et al., 1997). The model grid is configured on the curvilinear coordinates107

with an average horizontal resolution of 18 km (Nguyen et al., 2011). The model108

domain covers the whole Arctic Ocean with its open boundaries close to 55 °N in both109

the Atlantic and Pacific sectors. The ocean model includes a horizontal grid110

distribution of 420 × 384 points and 50 vertical layers, with 28 vertical levels in the111
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upper 1000 m depth. The top layer thickness of the ocean model is 10 m.112

The sea ice model is based on the viscous-plastic rheology and the zero-layer113

snow/ice thermodynamics with a prescribed sub-grid ice thickness distribution114

process with 7 thickness categories (Hibler, 1984; Losch et al., 2010). The sea ice115

momentum equations are solved following Zhang and Hibler (1997). The sea ice116

model shares the horizontal grid with the ocean model. The topographical data are117

from the U. S. National Geophysical Data Center 2 min global relief data set (Smith118

and Sandwell, 1997). The open boundary conditions are climatological monthly fields119

derived from the project Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean phase120

Ⅱ: high resolution global ocean and sea ice data synthesis (Menemenlis et al., 2008),121

which includes potential temperature, salinity, current and sea surface elevation. The122

initial ocean temperature/salinity field is a climatological field derived from the World123

Ocean Atlas 2005 (Locarnini et al., 2006; Antonov et al., 2006). Monthly mean river124

runoff is from the Arctic Runoff Data Base (Nguyen et al., 2011). The configuration125

of this coupled sea ice-ocean model can also be found in Liang and Losch (2018) in126

more detail.127

128

2.2 Atmospheric Data Processing129

The model is forced by atmospheric data derived from the 3-hourly Japanese130

55-year Reanalysis (JRA55) data during 1979 to 2013 (Kobayashi et al., 2015; Harada131

et al., 2016), which includes 7 atmospheric variables: the 2 m air temperature (TEMP),132

the 2 m air specific humidity (HUMI), the 10 m wind (the zonal and meridional133
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components; UWND and VWND), the precipitation (RAIN), and the downward surface134

shortwave and longwave radiative heat fluxes (SWHF and LWHF). To simplify the135

description of atmospheric data processing, we define a symbol VAR79-13 (VAR136

includes TEMP, HUMI, UWND, VWND, RAIN, SWHF, and LWHF) to denote the137

above-mentioned variables.138

The following procedures are carried out to process the 7 atmospheric variables139

from the JRA55 on every horizontal grid (see Table 1 for the detailed information of140

the abbreviations defined below): 1) the climatological annual cycle data with 3141

hourly temporal intervals expressed by the symbol VARAc, which are used to spin up142

the coupled Arctic sea ice-ocean model, are derived by averaging the values at the143

corresponding time in all the years from 1979 to 2013. The last days in leap years are144

simply excluded. 2) The residual after removing the climatological annual cycle145

component (VARAc) from the original data (VAR79-13) is called as the VARwoAc. An order146

one polynomial fit is applied to VARwoAc to get the long-term trend (VARGw) induced by147

global warming. We remove the VARGw from VARwoAc to get the residual VARwoAcGw.148

Then, the climatological annual cycle component (VARAc) is added cyclically to the149

VARwoAcGw to get the 35-years atmospheric forcing without the global warming signal150

(VARwoGw) in the whole domain. 3) We use a band-stop filter algorithm based on a151

Chebyshev Type І filter to eliminate the oscillations with periods between 10 days and152

90 days in the regions north of 60 °N in VARwoAcGw, and the residual is denoted by153

VARwoAcGwIs. Then the climatological annual cycle component (VARAc) is added154

cyclically to the VARwoAcGwIs to get the 35-years atmospheric forcing VARwoGwIs which155
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excludes global warming signal in whole domain and intraseasonal oscillation156

components in the regions north of 60 °N.157

158

2.3 Experiment Design159

Initialized from the climatological temperature/salinity field and the ocean at rest,160

the model is integrated for 20 years with the climatological annual cycle forcing of161

VARAc. The model reaches a quasi-equilibrium status after 10-years of spin-up (not162

shown). Four different simulations are started from the ocean and sea ice state on the163

last day of the 20-years period.164

The four simulations CONTROL, WOISALL, WOISTHE, WOISDYN (Table 2),165

use the same configuration except for the atmospheric forcing conditions. The166

CONTROL run is forced by the 3 hourly JRA55 variables without the global warming167

signal in whole domain (VARwoGw). The WOISALL (WithOut IntraSeasonal variability168

in ALL atmospheric variables) run is forced by the 3 hourly JRA55 variables without169

the global warming signal, and without intraseasonal variability in the regions north170

of 60 °N (VARwoGwIs). The WOISTHE (WithOut IntraSeasonal variability in171

atmospheric THErmodynamical variables) run is forced by the 3 hourly JRA55172

dynamical variables without the global warming signal (UWNDwoGw, VWNDwoGw,173

RAINwoGw), and the thermodynamical variables also without the intraseasonal174

variability in the regions north of 60 °N (TEMPwoGwIs, HUMIwoGwIs, SWHFwoGwIs,175

LWHFwoGwIs). The WOISDYN (WithOut IntraSeasonal variability in atmospheric176

DYNamical variables) run is forced by the 3 hourly JRA55 thermodynamical177
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variables without the global warming signal (TEMPwoGw, HUMIwoGw, SWHFwoGw,178

LWHFwoGw), and the dynamical variables also without the intraseasonal variability in179

the regions north of 60 °N (UWNDwoGwIs, VWNDwoGwIs, RAINwoGwIs). The180

WOISDYN/WOISTHE run differs from the CONTROL run in that whether the181

intraseasonal variability in local atmospheric dynamical/thermodynamical variables182

are removed, while the intraseasonal variability in all local atmospheric variables are183

removed in the WOISALL run. Based on the comparison between these four184

simulations, we can quantify the relative contribution of the local atmospheric185

intraseasonal variability in the thermodynamical variables or/and that in the186

dynamical variables on the evolution of the Arctic sea ice states. Each simulation is187

run for 35 years and daily averages are stored. The last 30 years of model output of188

each simulation are analyzed. It is worth noting that we classify the precipitation as189

dynamical variable because the precipitation can affect upper ocean stratification and190

ocean currents, and has indirect effects on the sea ice drift. However this setting is191

crude, because solid precipitation, i. e. snow, on the ice surface also has a large effect192

on the ice surface heat budget by increasing the surface albedo and decreasing the193

heat conductivity.194

195

3. Verification of Atmospheric Data Processing196

To assess the atmospheric data processing method used in section 2.2, we apply197

an EOF analysis to the daily 2 m air temperature anomalies derived from TEMPwoGw198

used in the CONTROL run (Figure 1a, 1b) and those derived from TEMPwoGwIs used199
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in the WOISALL run (Figure 1c, 1d). A power spectrum analysis is applied to the200

time series of the leading EOF modes of the daily 2 m air temperature anomalies201

derived from TEMPwoGw used in the CONTROL run (Figure 2a, 2b) and those derived202

from TEMPwoGwIs used in the WOISALL (Figure 2c, 2d) run. In the atmospheric203

forcing variable TEMPwoGw, the first-leading mode has the typical AO pattern of the204

periodic oscillation of the atmospheric mass in polar regions (Figure 1a), and the205

second mode presents the AD pattern of the opposite trends of the atmospheric mass206

over the Eurasian Arctic and the Beaufort-North America-Greenland regions (Figure207

1b). These two leading modes account for 19.85% and 9.93% of the total variance.208

The spectrum analysis of the corresponding time series of the two leading modes209

shows that the TEMPwoGw includes intraseasonal variability (Figure 2a, 2b). In the210

atmospheric forcing variable TEMPwoGwIs, the intraseasonal variability is eliminated211

(Figure 2c, 2d). The intrasesaonal variability has little effect on the spatial patterns of212

the two leading modes of the daily air temperature anomalies, except that removing213

the intraseasonal variability decreases the explained variance (Figure 1c, 1d).214

We also apply an EOF analysis to the daily 10 m wind anomalies derived from215

(UWNDwoGw, VWNDwoGw) used in the CONTROL run and those derived from216

(UWNDwoGwIs, VWNDwoGwIs) used in the WOISALL run. Figure 3 shows spatial217

patterns of the two leading modes in the atmospheric variables (UWNDwoGw,218

VWNDwoGw) and those in the atmospheric variables (UWNDwoGwIs, VWNDwoGwIs). In the219

atmospheric forcing variable (UWNDwoGw, VWNDwoGw), wind anomalies for the AO220

pattern are characterized by the anomalous convergence/divergence centered in the221
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central Arctic (Figure 3a). Wind anomalies for the AD pattern are characterized by the222

anomalous convergence/divergence centered in the Canadian Basin and anomalous223

divergence/convergence centered in the Barents Sea (Figure 3b). These two leading224

modes account for 14.86% and 12.11% of the total variance (Figure 3a, 3b). In the225

atmospheric forcing variable (UWNDwoGwIs, VWNDwoGwIs), the two leading modes226

account for 13.31% and 10.94% of the total variance (Figure 3c, 3d). Spectrum227

analysis of the corresponding time series of the two leading modes shows that the228

intraseasonal variability in sea surface wind speed data is effectively eliminated (not229

shown).230

231

4. Results232

4.1 Response of the Mean Sea Ice State233

The 30-years-mean annual cycle of the simulated sea ice area and sea ice volume234

are shown in Figure 4. The sea ice area is the sum of the area of all the model grid235

cells weighted by the sea ice concentration. The sea ice area differences between the236

four simulations are small in March and relatively large in August-September (Figure237

4a). Compared to the CONTROL and WOISALL runs, the WOISDYN run has the238

largest sea ice area in summertime, while the sea ice area in the WOISTHE run is the239

smallest in summertime. Although there is no intraseasonal variability in the forcing240

data used in the WOISALL run, the simulated sea ice area is still similar to that in the241

CONTROL run.242

The spatial pattern of the simulated sea ice concentration in the CONTROL run243
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and the deviations between the CONTROL and other runs are shown in Figure 5. In244

the CONTROL run, the sea ice extends from the central Arctic to the Bering Sea in245

the Pacific sector and to the Denmark Strait and the Labrador Sea in the Atlantic246

sector in March, with a maximum area of approximately 13.8 × 106 km2. Sea ice247

appears in most of the Arctic marginal seas in September with a minimum area of248

approximately 6.5 × 106 km2. Compared to the CONTROL run in March, the249

WOISTHE run presents a lower sea ice concentration near the sea ice edge in the250

Atlantic sector, with relatively large deviations in the Greenland Sea (Figure 5c). The251

simulated sea ice concentration over the sea ice edge regions in the WOISDYN run is252

higher in the Greenland Sea but lower in the Barents Sea (Figure 5e). By excluding253

both the atmospheric intraseasonal thermodynamical and dynamical variability, the254

simulated sea ice concentration over the sea ice edge regions in the WOISALL run is255

lower in the Barents Sea (Figure 5g). In September, compared to the CONTROL run,256

the WOISTHE run simulates lower sea ice concentration in whole basin with strong257

differences in the Arctic marginal seas (Figure 5d), the WOISDYN run simulates258

higher sea ice concentration in the Arctic marginal seas in the Eurasian Continent side259

but lower sea ice concentration in the southern Beaufort Sea and the Greenland Sea260

(Figure 5f), the WOISALL run simulates higher sea ice concentration in the East261

Siberia-Laptev Sea while lower sea ice concentration in the other marginal seas in the262

Arctic (Figure 5h).263

Recovery of the sea ice area after a freezing season is somewhat independent of264

the sea ice coverage at the beginning of the freezing season, which involves the265
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commonly referred “ice thickness-ice growth feedback” (Notz and Bitz, 2017), that266

is, thinner ice in later autumn supports larger conductive heat fluxes through the267

ice-air interface in the following winter and spring, and eventually leads to larger268

ice-growth rates, and thus the simulated sea ice area in March in the four simulations269

are quite similar. In contrast, the simulated sea ice volume shows substantial270

differences between the four simulations throughout the year (Figure 4b). The271

simulated sea ice volume in the WOISDYN run is larger than in the CONTROL run,272

with a maximum difference of approximately 1.0 × 103 km3 in September. The sea273

ice volume in the WOISALL run is smaller than that in the CONTROL run, with a274

maximum difference of approximately 1.0 × 103 km3 in April. The WOISTHE run275

presents the smallest sea ice volume compared to the other three simulations, with276

the minimum sea ice volume value of approximately 17.3 × 103 km3 in September.277

In the CONTROL run, the multi-year ice zone occupies the north of the278

Canadian Arctic Archipelago-Greenland Island and extends to the East Siberia Sea in279

March, with sea ice thickness larger than 3 m (Figure 6a). In September, the sea ice280

coverage with thickness larger than 3 m shrinks, and most of the Arctic marginal seas281

are covered by sea ice with thickness below 2 m (Figure 6b). The simulated sea ice282

thickness in the WOISTHE run is thinner than that in the CONTROL run (Figure 6c283

and 6d). Compared to the CONTROL run, in March, the simulated sea ice in the284

WOISDYN run is thicker in the central Arctic and the Laptev Sea and thinner in most285

of the Arctic marginal seas (Figure 6e). In September, compared to the CONTROL286

run, the simulated sea ice in the WOISDYN run is thinner in the southern Beaufort287
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Sea, the Greenland Sea, the northern Barents Sea and the northern Kara Sea but288

thicker in the central Arctic and the Laptev Sea (Figure 6f). In comparison with the289

CONTROL run, the simulated sea ice in the WOISALL run features thinner sea ice290

thickness in most of the Arctic marginal seas throughout the year (Figure 6g and 6h).291

292

4.2 Causes of Sea Ice Area Adjustment based on Sea Ice Budget Analysis293

In this section, we use sea ice budget analysis to investigate the physical294

processes that determine the evolution of the sea ice concentration in the simulations.295

In the sea ice model, each grid cell is divided into two subdomains: the open water296

domain and the ice-covered domain. In each cell, the change of sea ice concentration297

is determined by the atmospheric heat flux on the ice surface, the oceanic heat flux on298

the ice bottom, the atmospheric heat flux on the sea surface in the open water area, the299

sea ice advection, and the sea ice ridging process. The heat absorbed by the open300

water area in each cell is used for melting sea ice locally, and then the remaining heat301

can warm the ocean if all local sea ice has melted. As described in Liang et al. (2021),302

if we define a region with area A, the accumulated sea ice area increment (Δsia) over303

the time (t) can be expressed as:304

ridgeadvectionaoaiiosia  
(1)

305

yx
advyadvx

advection 








 (2)306

where the subscripts (x, y) represent the two orthogonal axes in the model grid. (ψadvx,307

ψadvy) are the components of advection of sea ice concentration. ωio, ωai, ωao and308
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ωadvection are the rates of change of sea ice concentration induced by the oceanic heat309

flux on the ice bottom, the atmospheric heat flux on the ice surface, the atmospheric310

heat flux on the sea surface in the open water area, and the sea ice advection,311

respectively. The operator <> represents the integral over area A and time t, that is,312

 
t

dAdt
0

** . dA=dxdy and dt are the area and time element of the integration. In313

our simulations, the model states are saved on a daily basis, so that dt = 86400 s. ωio,314

ωai, ωao, ψadvx, and ψadvy are directly saved by the model, and thereby <ωridge> can be315

calculated as the residual term.316

Figure 7 shows the accumulated sea ice area increments over the whole model317

domain from March 15 to September 15 in the 30-years-mean climatology in the318

CONTROL run, as well as the differences between the CONTROL and other runs. As319

the lateral open boundaries of the model are far southward from the wintertime sea ice320

edge, <ωadvection> does not contribute to the change when ωadvection is integrated over321

the whole model domain. From March 15 to September 1, the sea ice area reductions322

in the WOISDYN, CONTROL, WOISALL, WOISTHE runs are 7.17 × 106 km2, 7.26323

× 106 km2, 7.35 × 106 km2, 7.45 × 106 km2, respectively. In the CONTROL run324

(Figure 7a), the <ωao> term tends to increase sea ice area until May 10 with an325

accumulated sea ice area increment of 2 × 106 km2, owing to that the cold air blows326

over the warm seawater and new ice continuously forms. After May 10, the <ωao>327

term tends to decrease sea ice area along with the rising of Arctic air temperature in328

summertime. The accumulated sea ice area increment owing to the <ωao> term from329

March 15 to September 1 is close to zero. The <ωio> term always tends to decrease330
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sea ice area due to the persistent upward oceanic heat transport at the ice bottom. The331

accumulated sea ice area loss due to the <ωio> term reaches 1.7 × 106 km2 until332

September 1. The <ωai> term contributes less to sea ice area reduction before May 1,333

thereafter plays a fueling role in sea ice area loss. The accumulated sea ice area loss334

due to the <ωai> term is comparable to that due to the <ωio> term after July 15. The335

<ωridge> term contributes rather more to sea ice area loss, almost double of that due to336

the <ωio> term.337

The effect of atmospheric intraseasonal thermodynamic variability on sea ice338

area is dominated by its effect on the <ωao> term, with negligible effects on the <ωio>,339

<ωai>, and <ωridge> terms (dashdot lines in Figure 7b). Compared to the WOISTHE340

run, the CONTROL run presents higher sea ice concentration in the Arctic marginal341

seas in summertime (Figure 5d), because the atmospheric intraseasonal342

thermodynamical forcing tends to reduce sea ice melting through changing the343

downward heat flux on the sea surface in the open water area, i. e., sea ice leads and344

polynyas. From March 15 to September 1, the retained sea ice area due to the <ωao>345

term originating from local atmospheric intraseasonal thermodynamical variability346

reaches approximate 0.14 × 106 km2.347

The intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical forcing has large partially348

compensating effects on the <ωao> and <ωridge> terms, and a small effect on the <ωio>349

term (dotted lines in Figure 7b). Intraseasonal variability in the surface wind can350

perturb the sea ice and ocean motion, induces frequent variations in the open water351

area in the sea ice zone, which affects the sea ice area and volume through the <ωao>352
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term. Intraseasonal variability in the surface wind can also result in frequent353

variations in the sea ice drift, affecting the sea ice area through the <ωridge> term. In354

addition, the intraseasonal variability in the surface wind and precipitation can affect355

vertical mixing and stratification in the upper ocean, and affect the sea ice by changed356

melting from below through the <ωio> term. From March 15 to September 1357

originating from local atmospheric intraseasonal dynamical variability, the retained358

sea ice area due to the <ωao> term, the disappeared sea ice area due to the <ωridge> and359

<ωio> terms reach approximate 0.6 × 106 km2, 0.59 × 106 km2 and 0.18 × 106 km2,360

respectively. As a result, the combined effects of all the sea ice budget terms show that361

the intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability tends to increase sea ice melting362

in the CONTROL run. With the combination of the intraseasonal atmospheric363

dynamical and thermodynamical variability (solid lines in Figure 7b), the total sea ice364

area of the CONTROL run in the September is larger than that of the WOISALL run.365

Figure 8 shows spatial patterns of differences of the accumulated sea ice366

concentration increment terms from March 15 to September 15 between the367

CONTROL and WOISALL runs. The atmospheric intraseasonal variability strongly368

impedes sea ice concentration loss in the marginal seas through changing air-ocean369

heat flux, especially in the Greenland Sea, the northern Barents Sea, the Kara Sea, the370

Bering Sea and the southern Beaufort Sea (Figure 8a). The atmospheric intraseasonal371

variability strongly promotes sea ice concentration loss through strengthened372

dynamics-related ice ridging process in the regions near to islands and continental373

coasts (Figure 8d), and through enhanced oceanic heat flux, especially in the regions374
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near to wintertime sea ice edge in the Greenland Sea, the Labrador Sea, and the375

Barents Sea (Figure 8c).376

Although on the basin scale the sea ice area in the CONTROL run is lower that377

that in the WOISDYN run in September (Figure 4a), the sea ice concentration378

difference between the two runs shows a clear spatial pattern (Figure 5f). The379

intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability decreases the sea ice concentration in380

the East Siberia-Laptev Sea and increases the sea ice concentration in the Beaufort381

Sea and the Greenland Sea. In order to quantitatively assess the spatial distribution of382

the sea ice concentration differences, we further conducted a sea ice budget analysis383

for three regions (Figure 9) in the CONTROL and WOISDYN runs. Region A (RA) is384

the Beaufort Sea, Region B (RB) is the East Siberia-Laptev Sea, and Region C (RC)385

is the Greenland Sea.386

In RA (Figure 10a), the <ωao> term leads to sea ice increase from March 15 to387

May 15, implying that the new ice continuously forms in the open water region. The388

sea ice area growth by the <ωao> term in the CONTROL run is larger than that in the389

WOISDYN run, implying that intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability favors390

the formation of new ice in the open water region. Intraseasonal variability in the391

surface wind can perturb the sea ice and ocean motion, create openings in which more392

ice could be formed, meanwhile new ice freezing in open water area also benefits393

from elevated turbulent heat exchange. The <ωai> term is almost 0 from March 15 to394

May 15, suggesting that the air-ice heat fluxes can not significantly affect sea ice area395

when the surface air temperature is much below the freezing point during this period,396
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instead the energy would mostly just go into heating the ice up. The <ωai> term397

begins to contribute to the reduction of the sea ice concentration after May 15. Sea ice398

area reduction due to the <ωai> term in the CONTROL run is smaller than that in the399

WOISDYN run after June, indicating that the intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical400

variability reduces the sea ice surface melting by reduced downward air-ice heat401

fluxes through modifying the turbulent air-ice heat fluxes. The sea ice area reduction402

due to the <ωridge> term in the CONTROL run is larger than that in the WOISDYN403

run, indicating that intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability perturbs the sea404

ice motion, and leads to enhanced sea ice ridging activity. The <ωadvection> term tends405

to decrease the sea ice area before June 1 and increase the sea ice area after June 15.406

Figure 11 shows the sea ice drift in May and August in the CONTROL and the407

deviations between the CONTROL and WOISDYN runs. The sea ice drift pattern in408

the WOISDYN run is similar to that in the CONTROL run, both in May and in409

August (not shown). In May, the spatial pattern of the sea ice drift in RA (Figure 11a)410

shows that sea ice advection tends to transport the sea ice out of RA, and thus the411

<ωadvection> term tends to decrease the sea ice area in May. In contrast, the spatial412

pattern of the sea ice drift in RA (Figure 11b) in August shows that sea ice advection413

integrated in RA tends to transport the sea ice into RA, and thus the <ωadvection> term414

tends to increase sea ice area in August. The sea ice drift deviations between the415

CONTROL and WOISDYN runs show that the intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical416

variability can induce an anticyclonic sea ice drift anomaly in the Beaufort Gyre417

region, and result in an enhanced Transpolar Drift in May (Figure 11c). In August, the418
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intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability contributes less to the sea ice drift,419

just with a weaker anticyclonic sea ice drift anomaly restricted in the Beaufort Sea420

(Figure 11d). The sea ice area reduction in RA due to the <ωadvection> term in the421

CONTROL run is larger than that in the WOISDYN run before June 1, meaning that422

the intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability favors sea ice advection out of the423

RA before June 1. The combined effects of all these sea ice budget terms on the mean424

sea ice concentration increases sea ice concentration in September in the Beaufort Sea425

due to the intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability.426

In RB (Figure 10b), the intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability induces427

a substantial decrease in the sea ice area, due to the decrease of sea ice concentration428

by the <ωridge>, <ωadvection>, <ωio> terms exceeding the increase by the <ωao>, <ωai>429

terms. In RC (Figure 10c), the intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability430

induces substantial increases of sea ice area as a result of the increase of sea ice by the431

<ωao>, <ωadvection>, <ωai> terms exceeding the decrease by the <ωio>, <ωridge> terms.432

433

4.3 Effect on Sea Ice Intraseasonal Variability434

As a first observation we note that the intraseasonal variability in sea ice435

concentration and thickness in the WOISTHE run are similar to those in the436

CONTROL run, and the intraseasonal variability in sea ice concentration and437

thickness in the WOISDYN run are also similar to those in the WOISALL run.438

Therefore, we focused on the comparison of sea ice intraseasonal variability between439

the CONTROL and WOISALL runs.440
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The intraseasonal variability of daily sea ice anomalies are calculated according441

to the following procedures, taking the simulated 30-years sea ice concentration at442

one of the grid points in the CONTROL run as an example: 1) calculate443

climatological annual cycle of sea ice concentration from the 30-years simulation. 2)444

remove the climatological annual cycle component from the 30-years simulation, and445

apply a band-pass filter algorithm based on a Chebyshev Type І filter to the residual to446

retain the variability with periods between 10 days and 90 days.447

Figure 12 shows the standard deviations of the intraseasonal variability of the448

daily sea ice concentration and thickness anomalies. The strongest intraseasonal449

variability in the simulated sea ice concentration and thickness can be found in the450

marginal seas of the Arctic and in the sea ice edge regions. The amplitudes of451

intraseasonal variability of the sea ice concentration and thickness in the CONTROL452

run are significantly larger than that in the WOISALL run. The maximum amplitudes453

of intraseasonal variability of the daily sea ice concentration and thickness anomalies454

in the CONTROL run exceed 20% (Figure 12a) and 0.5 m (Figure 12b), respectively.455

456

5. Discussion and Conclusion457

From a systematic analysis of how the mean sea ice state in an Arctic sea458

ice-ocean model responds to prescribed atmospheric forcing with and without459

intraseasonal variability we find that the intraseasonal atmospheric thermodynamical460

variability tends to reduce sea ice melting through changing the downward heat flux461

on the open water area in the marginal sea ice zone, i.e. sea ice leads and polynyas.462
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The intraseasonal atmospheric dynamical variability has a large effect on the sea ice463

state and the upper ocean and tends to increase sea ice melting by a combination of464

modified air-ocean, ice-ocean heat fluxes and sea ice deformation. The September sea465

ice area driven by atmospheric forcing with intraseasonal variability is larger than that466

without intraseasonal variability, resulting from the intraseasonal atmospheric467

thermodynamical variability yielding a net sea ice area increase over the intraseasonal468

atmospheric dynamical variability in late summer.469

In our experiment design, we simply classify air temperature, air humidity and470

radiative heat fluxes as thermodynamical variables, and classify wind components and471

precipitation as dynamical variables. This classification is chosen by considering the472

response time of sea ice and ocean to the atmospheric variables. The selected473

dynamical variables have a direct and long lasting influence on sea ice and ocean474

states, while the selected thermodynamical variables lead to a rapid and short-lived475

response of the sea ice and ocean states. However this classification is somewhat476

approximate, as it cannot fully isolate the atmospheric thermodynamical effect from477

the dynamical effect, because turbulent heat fluxes between air and sea ice are also478

related to wind speed. Besides, precipitation is a variable posing both dynamical and479

thermodynamical impacts on sea ice and ocean. It is noting that additional480

experiments reveal that the simulated sea ice area and volume in the WOISDYN and481

WOISTHE runs are not sensitive to the classification of precipitation in our model482

(not shown), which improves the rationality of the main findings in this study in some483

ways. Despite these classification difficulties, we believe that our results accurately484
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represent the response of the sea ice mean state to intraseasonal variability in485

atmospheric thermodynamics and dynamics.486

The intraseasonal variability of the atmospheric thermodynamical forcing has487

only small effects on sea ice and ocean dynamics. The reduced summertime sea ice488

melt can be mainly attributed to the reduced net heat flux into the surface ocean489

through ice leads. From our experiments it is difficult to disentangle the individual490

contributions of the thermodynamical forcing components of radiative heat flux, air491

temperature and humidity. Most of the dynamical forces acting on sea ice are492

intimately related to the surface winds. In our model, removing atmospheric493

intraseasonal variability in surface winds causes the mean sea ice motion to slow494

down. A likely explanation is that the missing wind power in this spectral band leads495

to reduced winds and thus reduced ice drift, which further leads to less ice496

deformation, and fewer leads or openings (parameterized by ice concentration). The497

ice strength remains stronger which further allows less or slower ice motion.498

In view of the large spread in modeled sea ice area and volume in the CMIP499

models (Massonnet et al., 2018), it is an interesting question if this spread or at least500

part of it can be attributed to different representations of intraseasonal variability in501

the different CMIP models. In other words, our study implies that reliable modeling of502

atmospheric intraseasonal variability is an essential condition in correctly projecting503

future sea ice evolution. As the summertime sea ice extent and volume are likely to504

continuously decrease in the coming decades, more mobile sea ice will be even more505

subject to atmospheric forcing. As a consequence, the sea ice motion driven by Arctic506
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atmospheric variability may become more intense (Olason and Notz, 2014).507

We found in our numerical modeling study that atmospheric intraseasonal508

variability has a notable effect on the mean sea ice state. It would be exciting if it509

were possible to use observations to determine if this relationship also exists in the510

real Arctic. If this were possible, our findings could be extended to observed511

phenomena in the Arctic. It can be expected that intraseasonal atmospheric variability512

in a warming climate would play a more important role in accelerating sea ice melting513

in the Arctic marginal seas on the Eurasian continent side. Future works will focus on514

the changes of intraseasonal atmospheric variability under Arctic Amplification and515

its interactions with the underlying sea ice and ocean.516

517

518

519

520
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Figure Captions653

Figure 1. Spatial patterns of (a) the first- and (b) the second-leading EOF modes of654

daily 2 m air temperature anomalies derived from TEMPwoGw used in the CONTROL655

run, (c) the first- and (d) the second-leading EOF modes of daily 2 m air temperature656

anomalies derived from TEMPwoGwIs used in the WOISALL run. The number in each657

panel shows the percentage of variance explained by the mode.658

659

Figure 2. Amplitude spectrum of time series of (a) the first- and (b) the660

second-leading EOF modes of daily 2 m air temperature anomalies derived from661

TEMPwoGw used in the CONTROL run, (c) the first- and (d) the second-leading EOF662

modes of daily 2 m air temperature anomalies derived from TEMPwoGwIs used in the663

WOISALL run. Spectrum amplitudes with oscillation period larger than 128 days are664

not shown. The red lines show the 95% confidence level.665

666

Figure 3. Same as Figure 1 but for 10 m wind. Unit of the contour is m s-1. Reference667

arrow is 0.5 m s-1.668

669

Figure 4. The 30-years-mean annual cycle of (a) sea ice area in 106 km2 and (b) sea670

ice volume in 103 km3. The black, red, blue, and cyan lines represent the CONTROL,671

WOISALL, WOISTHE, and WOISDYN runs, respectively.672

673

Figure 5. Monthly mean sea ice concentration in the CONTROL run and the674
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deviations between the CONTROL and other runs. Left and right columns show the675

sea ice concentration in March and in September, respectively. Rows from top to676

bottom show the sea ice concentration in the CONTROL run, the deviations between677

the CONTROL and WOISTHE runs, the deviations between the CONTROL and678

WOISDYN runs, the deviations between the CONTROL and WOISALL runs,679

respectively.680

681

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for sea ice thickness. Unit is meters.682

683

Figure 7. (a) Accumulated sea ice area increments from March 15 in the CONTROL684

run, (b) Difference of the accumulated sea ice area increments between the685

CONTROL run and the other runs. The black, blue, green, cyan and red lines686

represent the accumulated sea ice area increments due to the Δsia, <ωio>, <ωai>,687

<ωao>, and <ωridge> terms, respectively. The solid, dotted, and dashdot lines in (b)688

represents the WOISALL, WOISDYN, and WOISTHE runs, respectively. Unit is 106689

km2.690

691

Figure 8. Spatial patterns of differences of the accumulated sea ice concentration692

increments from March 15 to September 15 between the CONTROL and WOISALL693

runs. (a)-(e) denote patterns corresponding to the <ωao>, <ωai>, <ωio>, <ωridge>, and694

Δsia terms, respectively.695

696
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Figure 9. Domains of three regions (quadrangles) for sea ice budget analysis. The697

colors express the September sea ice concentration deviation between the CONTROL698

and WOISDYN runs. RA = Region A. RB = Region B. RC = Region C.699

700

Figure 10. Accumulated sea ice area increments from March 15 in (a) RA, (b) RB, (c)701

RC in the CONTROL run (solid lines) and in the WOISDYN run (dashed lines). The702

black, blue, green, cyan, red and magenta lines represent the accumulated sea ice area703

increments due to the Δsia, <ωio>, <ωai>, <ωao>, <ωridge>, and <ωadvection> terms,704

respectively. Unit is 106 km2.705

706

Figure 11. Monthly mean sea ice drift in the CONTROL run (top panels), and the707

deviations between the CONTROL and WOISDYN runs (bottom panels). Left and708

right columns show the sea ice drift in May and in August, respectively. Unit of the709

contour is m s-1. Reference arrows for top and bottom panels are 0.05 m s-1 and 0.02710

m s-1.711

712

Figure 12. Standard deviations of intraseasonal variability in daily sea ice713

concentration (left panels) and thickness (right panels) anomalies in meters. Top and714

bottom panels denote the CONTROL and WOISALL runs.715

716
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717

Figure 1. Spatial patterns of (a) the first- and (b) the second-leading EOF modes of718

daily 2 m air temperature anomalies derived from TEMPwoGwused in the CONTROL719

run, (c) the first- and (d) the second-leading EOF modes of daily 2 m air temperature720

anomalies derived from TEMPwoGwIs used in the WOISALL run. The number in each721

panel shows the percentage of variance explained by the mode.722

723

724
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725

Figure 2. Amplitude spectrum of time series of (a) the first- and (b) the726

second-leading EOF modes of daily 2 m air temperature anomalies derived from727

TEMPwoGw used in the CONTROL run, (c) the first- and (d) the second-leading EOF728

modes of daily 2 m air temperature anomalies derived from TEMPwoGwIsused in the729

WOISALL run. Spectrum amplitudes with oscillation period larger than 128 days are730

not shown. The red lines show the 95% confidence level.731

732
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733

Figure 3. Same as Figure 1 but for 10 m wind. Unit of the contour is m s-1. Reference734

arrow is 0.5 m s-1.735

736
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737

Figure 4. The 30-years-mean annual cycle of (a) sea ice area in 106 km2 and (b) sea738

ice volume in 103 km3. The black, red, blue, and cyan lines represent the CONTROL,739

WOISALL, WOISTHE, and WOISDYN runs, respectively.740

741

742
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743

Figure 5. Monthly mean sea ice concentration in the CONTROL run and the744

deviations between the CONTROL and other runs. Left and right columns show the745
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sea ice concentration in March and in September, respectively. Rows from top to746

bottom show the sea ice concentration in the CONTROL run, the deviations between747

the CONTROL and WOISTHE runs, the deviations between the CONTROL and748

WOISDYN runs, the deviations between the CONTROL and WOISALL runs,749

respectively.750

751

752
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753

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for sea ice thickness. Unit is meters.754

755
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756

Figure 7. (a) Accumulated sea ice area increments from March 15 in the CONTROL757

run, (b) Difference of the accumulated sea ice area increments between the758

CONTROL run and the other runs. The black, blue, green, cyan and red lines759

represent the accumulated sea ice area increments due to the Δsia, <ωio>, <ωai>,760

<ωao>, and <ωridge> terms, respectively. The solid, dotted, and dashdot lines in (b)761

represents the WOISALL, WOISDYN, and WOISTHE runs, respectively. Unit is 106762

km2.763

764
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765

Figure 8. Spatial patterns of differences of the accumulated sea ice concentration766

increments from March 15 to September 15 between the CONTROL and WOISALL767

runs. (a)-(e) denote patterns corresponding to the <ωao>, <ωai>, <ωio>, <ωridge>, and768

Δsia terms, respectively.769

770
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771

Figure 9. Domains of three regions (quadrangles) for sea ice budget analysis. The772

colors express the September sea ice concentration deviation between the CONTROL773

and WOISDYN runs. RA = Region A. RB = Region B. RC = Region C.774

775

776
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777

Figure 10. Accumulated sea ice area increments from March 15 in (a) RA, (b) RB, (c)778

RC in the CONTROL run (solid lines) and in the WOISDYN run (dashed lines). The779

black, blue, green, cyan, red and magenta lines represent the accumulated sea ice area780
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increments due to the Δsia, <ωio>, <ωai>, <ωao>, <ωridge>, and <ωadvection> terms,781

respectively. Unit is 106 km2.782

783
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784

Figure 11. Monthly mean sea ice drift in the CONTROL run (top panels), and the785

deviations between the CONTROL and WOISDYN runs (bottom panels). Left and786

right columns show the sea ice drift in May and in August, respectively. Unit of the787

contour is m s-1. Reference arrows for top and bottom panels are 0.05 m s-1 and 0.02788

m s-1.789

790
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791

Figure 12. Standard deviations of intraseasonal variability in daily sea ice792

concentration (left panels) and thickness (right panels) anomalies in meters. Top and793

bottom panels denote the CONTROL and WOISALL runs.794

795

796
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Table 1. Description of atmospheric data appeared in section 2.2. VAR includes 7797

variables: TEMP ( 2 m air temperature), HUMI (2 m air specific humidity), UWND798

(10 m wind u component), VWND (10 m wind v component), RAIN (precipitation),799

SWHF (downward shortwave heat flux at sea surface), LWHF (downward longwave800

heat flux at sea surface).801

Symbol
Data Length

(years)
Description

VAR79-13 35 3 hourly JRA55 variables

VARAc 1
climatological annual cycle data with 3 hourly

temporal resolution

VARwoAc 35
3 hourly JRA55 variables without annual cycle

component

VARGw 35
Long-term trend (global warming component) in the

3 hourly JRA55 variables

VARwoAcGw 35
3 hourly JRA55 variables without annual cycle and

global warming components

VARwoGw 35
3 hourly JRA55 variables without global warming

component.

VARwoAcGwIs 35

3 hourly JRA55 variables without annual cycle and

global warming components, and without

intraseasonal oscillation components in regions north

of 60 °N.
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VARwoGwIs 35

3 hourly JRA55 variables without global warming

component, and without intraseasonal oscillation

components in regions north of 60 °N.

802
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Table 2. Description of experiment design. VAR includes 7 variables: TEMP ( 2 m air803

temperature), HUMI (2 m air specific humidity), UWND (10 m wind u component),804

VWND (10 m wind v component), RAIN (precipitation), SWHF (downward shortwave805

heat flux at sea surface), LWHF (downward longwave heat flux at sea surface).806

Experiment
Data Length

(years)

Atmospheric

Variables

Intraseasonal Atmospheric

Variability

Thermodynamical Dynamical

CONTROL 35
VARwoGw for all 7

variables
Yes Yes

WOISALL 35
VARwoGwIs for all 7

variables
No No

WOISTHE 35

VARwoGwIs for (TEMP,

HUMI, SWHF,

LWHF)

VARwoGw for (UWND,

VWND, RAIN)

No Yes

WOISDYN 35

VARwoGwIs for (UWND,

VWND, RAIN)

VARwoGw for (TEMP,

HUMI, SWHF,

LWHF)

Yes No

807


